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MEETING HIGHLIGHTS

Professor Jason Hess of the McNeese Department of Visual
Arts showed and discussed techniques of making ceramics af-
ter the diner. We had the unique experience of seeing how an
artists work develops over time with Prof. Hess' presentation.
Hess showed slides of some his early work and discussed the
ideas he had as his styles were developed during his years at
school and afterward. He also showed how a wood fired kiln is
built as well as inviting Woodworker Club members to the first
firing of a wood buring kiln at McNeese in November of this
year.

PRESIDENT'S CORNER

Once again, our annual BBQ was a success due to the hard
work of several members. I would like to take this opportunity
to express my thanks to Barry Humphus, George Kuffel, Dick
Hopes, John Marcon, and of course Bob Baker and PPG with-
out whom our fine diner would not have been possible. We
tried a different approach to steaks this year doing blackened
on the inside grill. Sorry about the potatoes, folkS 

-we'll know
which oven to use next time! The excess food ieft over was
donated to the Women's Shelter of Lake Charles.

ABOUT,OUR SPEAKER

John Perry will present a session on Table and Band Saws
this month at the shop of George Kuffell. John is a long-time
member of the Woodworkers Club and past President. He is a
commercial woodworker specializing in cabnetmaking and
general fine woodworking.

TIPSAND TECHNIOUE

This is the second part of a two-part series on Wood Move-
ment. Last time, I mentioned that wood "moves" because it
acts like a sponge - when the surrounding air is damp, wood
absorbs moisture and expands. When the air is dry, it releases
moisture and contracts. This movement can be as much as 1/8"
across a 12"-wide hardwood board. And there's nothing you
can do to stop it. What you can do is design and build projects
to allow for this movement. Here are a couple examples: A
wide, solid-wood kitchen table top can expand or contract up
to 3/8" across its width. To deal with this, think of a table as
two separate units - a leg assembly and a top. If the top were
fastened so it couldn't expand or contract, serious damage would
result. Ifthe top expanded, it could push the leg assembly apart.
Or if it contracted, it could crack and split. ,
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When building a table, the top must be allowed to move freely.
But it also must be fastened in a way that the top is held down
tight against the legs and aprons.

There are a number of ways to fasten a table top to a leg assem-
bly. One method I've used is to cut little "L" shaped blocks.
Each block is like a small hand with a finger. The block is
screwed to the bottom side of the table top. And the finger fits
into a groove cut in the inside of the table's aprons. As the top
expands and contracts, the block holds the top down, but the
top is still free to move because the fingers aren't glued in the
groove. The fingers can move in the groove and still hold the
top in place.

Another method is to use a figure-8 metal fastener that's made
just for this purpose. These fasteners are available from area
hardware dealers and many woodworking mail order catalogs.
(One loop of the figure-S is screwedto the top edge of the apron,
the other loop is screwed to the bottom of the table top.) When
attached to the aprons at the ends of the table, they can pivot
back and forth with changes in the table's width. The air inside
a lidded compartment (such as the inside of a blanket chest or
hope chest) usually contains a different amount of moisture
than the air outside the compartment. The relative humidity
outside the compartment is almost always changing. While the
relative humidity inside changes very little because the top is
rarely opened. This can cause a problem. When the relative
humidity is low (for example, in a heated house during the win-
ter), the wood cells on the outside of the lid will start to dry out
and shrink. Since the air inside the closed compartment con-
tains more moisture, the cells on the inside face won't shrink.
If the moisture imbalance is allowed to continue, the lid will

NEXT MEETING
July 10th at 9:00 a.m.
Subject: Thble & Band Saws 

-John 
Perry

Location: Shop of George Kuffel
4309 Prien Terre Dr., LC 478-2707

FUTURE MEETINGS

August 14th at 9:00 a.m.
Subject: Commercial Finishes

September llth at 9:00 a.m.
Subjetc: Faux Painting - Gary Breau
South City Paint
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cup. And if it remains cupped for a long time (like all winter),
it's unlikely that it will ever completelf return'to normal. One
way to avoid this is to open the lid every few days. But for
most of us, that's not very practical. AnotLer way is to design
the chest so air can flow through it. But that defeats the prir_
pose of trying to keep the moths out.

The best method I've found to prevent cupping is to screw (don,t
glue) a pair of cleats across the inside face Jt trr" no. pre-drill
over-size screw holes in the cleats to allow some movement.
This way, the cleats hold the lid flat while allowing it to expand
and contract.

YELLOW WOODWORKERS GLUE

Yellow woodworkers glue is terrific stuff. But it,s not always
the best choice in every gluing situation. Sometime, yo, n""d
more time to apply glue and assemble all the parts than the few
minutes yellow glue gives you.

There are a several things you can do in this kind of situation.
Whenever I have problems getting a complicated glue job to_
gether quickly, I sometimes switch from yelow woodworkers
glue (like Titebond or Elmer's Carpenters, glue) to a white all_
purpose glue (such as Elmer's Glue_All). Another option is to
use a hide glue or a powdered plastic (urea_formaldehyde; resin
glue. Both of these glues set up slower than yellowglue and
are just as strong. (You can find them at most hardware stores
and in many woo{working mail order catalogs.) Garrett Wade
(on the Web at http://www.garretrwade.com/ or l_g}0_Z2l_
2942) sells a "Slo-Set,l glue in their catalog rhat gives you
more working time (20-30 minures), but still achieves j5% of
its strengh after clamping for 30 minutes.

The last option is one of the easiest. you can thin Titebond
yellow glue with about SVd water (one part water to twenty
parts glue). Researchers at Franklin Industries lmanufacturer
of Titebond) say thar this will slow the set time abott s\io.
And they said that it won,t have any significant effect on the
lrength of the glue joint as long as you don,t mix in more than
5Vo water.

To test this, I gh:ed up three sets ofboards. The first set didn,t
have any water mixed in with the glue. The second sethad 5Vo
water, and the third set had lOVo water.We didn,t stick the boards
together right away, but let them sit open. As expected, the first
boards got tacky within minutes. The second set took longer.
And the glue on the third set of boards was too thin and ruriny.
After the glue joints were put together and dry, I broke the joints
apart. The 107o boards broke apart at the glue line _ not a
good sign. But the other two sets pulled ,fhnt"r, from both
sides of the glue line. That,s the sign of a lood glue joint _
one where the glue is stronger than the surrounding wood fi_
bers.

MULTI-TOOLS 
-AREVEIW

Walk into a store that sells outdoor equipment and you,ll find a
dozen or more multitools on display,"itt a dizzying array of
accessories. To get a better grip on this growing tool categ;ry,
WorkBench Magazine rounded up 13 models from l0 manu_
facturers and tried them out - cutting wire, loosening nuts,
tightening screws, and slicing rope,

The tests revealed that ..feel,' 
is just as important as how they

work. When you commit to carrying a tool around with you,
it's got to fit your hand and you. n""dr. It's not always some_
thing you can explain.

These tools are built around a pair ofpliers, and the way they
fold determines how compact they are, the comfbrt of the
handles, and the array of accessory tools they can carry.

Tim Leatherman, acknowledged as the originator of this tool
category, designed his first model to fold so the wire_cutting
plier head and all the auxiliary tools fit inside the hollow U_
shaped channels that form the handles. This sturdy design, bor_
rowed by other companies as well, has two drawbacks. you
have to unfold the tool to access the tools, and the handles, thin
edges press uncomfortably into your hand when you squeeze
down hard on the pliers.

Two recent introductions 
- the Leatherman Wave and the

Victorinsx Su,issTobl 
- took this original design and turned it

inside out. All tools on the SwissTool are acce-ssible with the
pliers folded, and you can access two blades, a file, and the saw
on the Wave without unfolding the pliers. By rolling the edges
of the handle channels, the manufaitu..r, of these two multi_
to_ols created a very comfortable grip. The improved accessi_
bility of the accessory tools, combined with the compactness
and comfortable grip, put these two models well above the rest
of the field in their test.

Schrade and relative newcomer to the category, Coleman, use
curved handles that fit around the plier head. Tiris bulky design
sacrifices compactness in order to provide a comfortable grlp
and quick access ro the tools. Coleman adds utiliry by pu.flug_
ing the accessory tools in removable cartridges. This unique
approach lets you use the pliers and u r"r"rvd.ilr"r simuria-
neously.

The SOG Specialty Knives'paratool and the BuckTool require
a twisting action to access the pliers. This maneuver requires
some practice, but provides comfortable grips in a compact
package. The down side is that the handles flex more than other
tools tested.

Gerber took yet another approach with its Multi_Lock tool,
having the plier head retract straight back into the handles. This
didn't solve the accessibility problem, but the grip is comfort_
able.

t
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Two companies didn't even worry about having the pliers fold.
Kershaw's unique approach is to adapt a locking plier by add_
ing a knife and tools to it. This means you can clamp the ivlulti_
Tool in place and still have both hands free, a real plus in some
situations. Long and nturo% the Kershaw Multi-Tool fits on
your belt like a fixed-blade sheath knife.

Kutmaster riveted a channel handle with accessories to one side
of a traditional blunt nose pliers to create the MultiMaster. A
hole in the end of the solid handle accepts hex-shaped driver
bits and the sheath has pockets to hold them.

When you're bearing down on an accessory blade, the last thing
you should have to worry about is having the blade slip and
fold back into the handle (or your finger). Many of the multi_
tools have spring-loaded catches that lock some ofthe blades
in place. Only a few - the SwissTool, BuckTool, Leatherman
SuperTool, and the Gerber Multi-Lock 

- have locks on all the
toold. And though the SOG power plier 

- with no blade lock

- ranked high with the testers, it would have done even better
with locks on the accessories.

In a world where square-drive and Torx screws are beginning
to replace Phillips-head screws, do you really need four slotted
screwdriver blades? The testers complained about this over_
abundance of slotted screwdrivers, particularly when the manu_
facturers skimped on the phillips bits, The BuckTool, for ex_
ample, uses a thrge-sided phillips bit, while Victorinox and
Sciuacie grind uo sides slightly thinner to maintain a flatter
blade. Leatherman, Gerbeq Kershaw, and SOG install full_size
Phillips bits that work grear. SOG includes a square drive bit
standard on its Power prfier.

{

You can buy auxiliary ddapters for the Leatherman and Gerber
tools that accept a full range of hex bits. But these come in
separate cases that defeat the all-in-one compactness of these
l.ools.

Knife blades on all the tools are extremely sharp - as a couple
of the testers found out firsthand. The blades come in a variety
of styles, some of them partially or fully serrated. These toothy
blades are particularly aggressive when it comes tb cutting _
it didn't take the panel long to reduce 50 feet ofnylon rope-into
tiny pieces. Without honing the factory edges, all but the low_
est-priced models cut as well at the end of the test as they did at
the start, testament to the quality of steel used in the blades.

There are many other options beyond the models shown here.
Usually, you can choose between nylon or leather sheaths . Some
companies offer several models, each equipped with different
tools, including bluntnose pliers, or give you a choice of fin_
ishes - bright stainless steel or a militarymatte black .

Youjust have to pick the tool that has the accessories you need,
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feels good in your hand and on your belt, and fits your budget
(refer to the at-a-glance features chart).

As proof of this personal preference, our eight test panelists
consistently named several tools among their top five tased on
their test performance. Yet four different tools wound up as a
number one choice. Asked why they chose that one tool over
the others, most of our testers had a specific reason or two to
support their decision, before adding ,,itjust felt right.,,

Based on overall quality, accessory selection, andperformance,
the Wave and SwissTool ranked as top choices. Although they
cost the most ofany tool tested, they consistently ranked first
or second with our panel. In the words of one tester, ,,If I was
really going to depend on one, another $20 is a small price to
pay.

The review also recommend the Leatherman SuperTool, SOG
Power Plier, and the BuckTool. If weight and compactness aren,t
issues, the Schrade ToughTool might be the one for you. The
Kershaw Multi-Tool gets high marks for engineering, but their
testers seemed to shy away after it pinched two different panel_
ists' hands as they squeezed the handles into the locking posi_
tion.

No matter which tool you choose, be warned. Once you start
carrying it around in your belt, you,ll wonder how you ever got
along without it.

ANNUAL TOY PROGRAM

Don't forget the Annual Toy program. Bany Humphus will
have a few more car and truck templates available-at the July
meeting that you may use to make toys.

NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTIONS

For Sale: Complete set of Fine Woodworking # 1 to current.
Call Lois Ferguson 478-1157 for details

Want your ideas, plans, photos of your work, wood or tools for
sale or want to buy in the Newsletter? If you have an idea or
two you want to present or be presented in the Newsletter, a
wood working tool or wood you want to sell through the News_
letter, just contact Barry Humphus at 439-63 g3 (work) or 47.7 _

8474 (home) or send an email to bhumphus@1aol.net.

The Woodworkers Newsletter has a slightly new and updated
look starting this month. We,ve switched toa new program fbr
the new layout so we have a bit better contror of the look of the
Newsletter and to more easily include graphics. We also made
an error last month. When converting to the new format, we
leftoffone of ourBoardMembers names: CamileVincent. Sorry
Camile, your back on board now!And congratulatiom oryoui
recovery from surgery!
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No peghoard is complete without a rack
forchisels and screwdrivers. Since not all
screwdrivers and chisels are alike use the
ideas shown and customize them for your
tools.
With many tool racks, you have to lift the
tool to clear the hole in the rack. This
means the space ahove the rack can't be
used. Instead, these racks have narrow

liked their thickness to use as
sturdy book shelves. What he didn,t
want was the bull-nose. So Iripped
a few inches off the front for him
and used the scrap as racks. I used
a drill press to drill appropriately
sized holes then used my Japanese
saw to cut the slots. After drilling
mounting holes, I ran deck screws
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slots in front of the holes, so the tools can

be pulled straight out. (you'll still have to lift a little.) when making a screwdriver
rack, drill all2'-deep hole slightly larger than the handle that will rit in it. see the
drawings.
when I built one of these, it was from a scrap I cut from a friends stair step blanks. He
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to mounf the six foot long racksright onto my pegboard. All my screwdrivers and chisels are now off the workbench
and right at hand when needed

Lake Charles Woodworkers Club
cloBarry Humphus
1039 Timberlawn Drive
Lake Charles, LA 70605

John Marcon
512 Orchard Dr.
Lake Charles, LA 70605
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